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When you invest in new mainframe disk or tape storage equipment, you’re most likely looking at FICON equipment. Most modern disk and tape subsystems are so fast they need FICON channels to exploit the performance potential they offer. FICON has been around for five years and all vendors are in at least their second iteration of the hardware, software, and firmware. This means you can...
EscoN and other queuing delays would slow down higher channel utilizations, pending and other queuing delays would slow down the system too much.

There’s also a limit to the number of I/O operations an ESCON channel can handle, as the channel is “connected” during interpretation of the I/O action. The connect time for a simple I/O such as a 4Kb read-hit can range from 0.5 to 1 ms, mostly depending on the disk subsystem year of manufacture. For a typical workload, with larger blocks and cache misses, too, this means the number of I/O operations per channel will be well below 1,000 I/O operations per second.

Finally, ESCON has inherent addressing limitations in the protocol. ESCON can address up to 1,024 different devices per channel. For a disk subsystem, this means a set of channels is required for every four Logical Control Units (LCUs) with 256 addresses each. It also means only 3TB can be addressed when using 1,024 volumes with 3390 Model 3 format. Modern controllers support 16 or more LCUs, so the number of required ESCON channels will grow proportionally.

**FICON Considerations**

The FICON protocol differs greatly from the ESCON protocol. The theoretical maximum data rate is much higher at 200 Mbyte/s in each direction for the 2Gbs FICON Express channel. The protocol also allows multiple I/O operations to be handled simultaneously on a channel as packets can be interleaved. Of course, when multiple operations are running concurrently, they share the bandwidth.

A critical question to ask is, “How many operations can a FICON channel service?” To determine this, you first need to understand how a FICON channel actually is implemented. (For purposes of this discussion, let’s assume a zSeries processor as shown in Figure 1.)

Before getting to the FICON channel card, an I/O journey from the CPU through “zbox.” The Self-Timed Interconnect (STI) provides a path via the Memory Bus Adapter (MBA) from the CPU to the FICON channel card through a dedicated Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus/microprocessor combination and out to one of two FICON (FICON Express) channels. (On the z990 and z890, this is now four FICON Express 2 channels.) Both the FICON Express interfaces connect to the STI interfaces via a dedicated PCI bus. A dedicated PowerPC microprocessor associated with each interface controls its PCI bus data transfers and also processes Channel Command Words (CCWs). This microprocessor is actually the FICON channel; what’s usually referred to as the FICON channel is technically the FICON channel path.

In February 2002, IBM published a white paper written by Cathy Cronin that introduced the available performance metrics for FICON channels. This paper also introduced and explained the following definitions for FICON channel and bus utilization:

- **Channel busy:** the measured utilization of the PowerPC microprocessor that manages the Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP).
- **Bus busy:** the measured utilization of the PCI bus over which data is transferred internal to the FICON cards.

I/O activity on a FICON channel card consumes both the PCI bus and the PowerPC microprocessor resources associated with that interface. Dr. H. Pat Artis performed a study on FICON channel and bus busy in 2003 and concluded there’s a strong positive correlation between channel busy and I/O rates, and another strong correlation between bus busy and channel MB/sec. In other words, small block/short CCW chains consume more microprocessor cycles and large block/long CCW...
chains consume more PCI bandwidth. Resource Management Facility (RMF) reports let you easily determine the microprocessor and bus utilization of a FICON channel card. Figure 2 shows an excerpt from an RMF report on FICON channels.

FICON interface cards have two performance-determining factors: the overhead to start an I/O operation and the bus bandwidth to sustain a transfer. FICON channel sizing therefore needs to consider the activity (I/Os per second) and bandwidth (MB/s).

The high bandwidth of FICON links means single-stream data rates of more than 100 Mbyte/s are possible (during batch processing and backups, for example). Under normal loads, the aggregate throughput on any FICON channel will rarely exceed 50 Mbyte/s.

As FICON channels run multiple operations concurrently, there’s a performance penalty because of queuing on the FICON channels. This queuing is called FICON connect time elongation. It occurs because, once an I/O has been started over a particular FICON link, all traffic for that I/O operation will go over this link. Avoiding FICON connect time elongation is important to get the best performance; so you should configure FICON channels so the link will be no more than 30 to 50 percent busy. This may initially seem like a low number, but while the FICON protocol does route I/O operations dynamically based on the observed load, it doesn’t route individual packets within the I/O dynamically. This means that, once the path has been selected, queuing is quite likely to occur. It’s like picking a line at the ticket counter; once you make your choice, you’re stuck.

A different type of elongation can also occur when too many I/Os attempt to share a single link; at any time, each FICON channel can handle only 32 I/O operations (open exchanges). This type of elongation occurs only when the service time is in the 10 ms range, which is fairly uncommon. In the real world, this is like when the ticket counter lines no longer fit in the building; you have to wait outside.

The following section shows sizing rules based on these three criteria.

Finally, FICON channels can address up to 16KB addresses per channel (i.e., typically one set of FICON channels would support up to 64 LUs). This is 16 times as much as for ESCON. The number of channels is no longer determined by the number of devices, but solely by throughput and bandwidth requirements.

Reduction of the Number of Disk Subsystem Images

Figures 3 and 4 show the reduction possible when migrating to new FICON disk subsystems; Figure 3 shows the original ESCON configuration.

There are 172 ESCON channels in this configuration; the largest disk subsystem has 32 channels. When migrating this configuration to FICON, far fewer channels will be required on each disk subsystem. The subsequent sections discuss how the number of FICON channels can be determined. For now, just look at the results of the analysis in Figure 4.

To handle this same workload, only 28 FICON channels are required if each disk subsystem is upgraded. This doesn’t make economic sense, however, as many of the subsystems were reaching the end of their lease periods. The better decision was to exploit the consolidation potential FICON offers (see Figure 5). The resulting FICON configuration requires only 16 channels to handle all the workload; it started with 172 FICON channels. This is a 10:1 reduction that mostly results from the ability to consolidate subsystems because of the improved address capabilities FICON offers.

Developing Planning Rules

To plan the number of FICON channels you need, three important factors to consider are:

- The number of I/O operations per second
- The bandwidth expressed in MByte/s
- The number of I/Os that must be concurrently served on each channel.

The first two factors are straightforward and similar to what you know from ESCON configurations, although the FICON link can, of course, carry
more traffic. You can’t, however, use a very high percentage of the raw capacity of the FICON link. While the protocol allows up to 200 Mbyte/s in each direction, there are actual implementations with workloads limited to 50 to 100 Mbyte/s peak data rates. While higher numbers can occur in benchmark situations, you shouldn’t plan for them. Plan for no more than 40 Mbyte/s per link during your peak production periods. When the data rate becomes higher, significant queuing will occur on the links, and you’ll see connect times elongate and performance degrade.

The last factor is initially unexpected. When the I/O operations are slower, you’ll need more channels to serve them. Consider an example to see how this works:

\[
\text{I/O rate} = 1000 \text{ I/Os per second}, \text{I/O service time (connect + disconnect)} = 10 \text{ ms} = 0.01 \text{ second} \rightarrow 1000 \times 0.01 = 10 \text{ I/Os concurrently served}
\]

This is Little’s Law. When each I/O operation takes 10 ms, and when you serve 1,000 I/Os per second, on average, 10 I/Os will be active. In FICON, each active I/O requires an “open exchange.” Think about this as a session, and the number of open exchanges is limited to 32 at any time. When you exceed this limit, you’ll start to see elongation on the connect times, which exacerbates the problem and results in more I/Os.

So, it’s vital to ensure you have enough FICON connections to keep the number of concurrent I/O operations low. Less than eight per FICON channel, on average, is recommended. That’s equivalent to 1,000 I/O operations at 8 ms each, or 4,000 I/O operations at 2 ms each. This is why slower I/Os need more channels and it’s important the cache hit percentages on FICON controllers are high, even more so than with ESCON. You should also consider this when using Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy (PPRC) over long distances, in particular when ESCON links are still being used for PPRC.

To summarize, you should adopt these size rules, based on average values obtained from 15-minute RMF intervals:

- No more than 2,500 I/O operations per second per FICON link
- No more than 25 Mbyte/s continuous for FICON 1GBs or 40 Mbyte/s continuous for FICON 2
- No more than eight concurrent operations on any FICON channel, on average.

You’ll need to determine the peak I/O and MB/s values for each (combination of) subsystem, so you know what the FICON channels will need to handle. Of course, this will be based on your current workload. You’ll want to allow for growth as well.

Figure 6 shows how the rules can be applied.
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applied. This example shows that the number of operations, the throughput in MB/s, or the number of concurrent I/O operations drive the number of FICON channels. Often, different bounds may apply during different shifts in your installation. During the day, the number of I/O operations may drive FICON link requirements; while at night, the number of concurrent connections may drive these requirements. Figure 7 shows the I/O rate and MB/s patterns over time for one installation.

You need to take one final step before the planning, as described, will really work. Figure 7 assumes the connect and disconnect time and the MB/s values are known before FICON subsystems are installed. This is generally not the case, as MB/s isn’t reported by RMF for ESCON-attached subsystems and the disconnect and connect times for ESCON will change when moving to FICON. Ideally, you’d use a commercial product to determine the MB/s for your subsystems over a longer period. Alternatively, you could use SAS-based reporting of I/O rate and connect time, assuming that, for example, the average ESCON connect ms yields 12 Mbyte of data transfer. For ESCON vs. FICON connect time, you can also model with a commercial product or use a rough estimate that connect time halves. Either way, you can estimate the metrics from Figure 7 for your sizing. The next section presents some examples.

What to Expect

FICON channels will handle the I/O workload faster, in particular during the batch window that tends to use many long transfers where performance was previously ESCON-channel bound. This will result in better response time, potentially in more peaked CPU utilization when your workload was previously channel bound. When you size your processor MIPS to handle the batch peak workload, you may even be able to delay processor upgrades because you can tolerate more processor delays due to faster I/O processing. This typically doesn’t work during the online peak, as your users determine the transaction workload.

FICON and Addressing

While a FICON link can address up to 16,000 devices, it can have only 32 operations concurrently active. That’s why you should have no more than eight operations per link on average. And for most workloads, it turns out the average number of operations is well below eight—typically around two! This means that at any given point in time, only two “disks” (z/OS devices) are performing work.

From a device perspective, it implies that device contention is becoming a rare event; most I/Os are handled very quickly (from the cache). This does have interesting sizing consequences for logical volume sizes. As most devices are inactive, it means that consolidating to high-capacity logical volumes can easily be done; migrating from 3390-3 to 3390-27 will not give performance problems. You do need some PAVs to handle the occasional hot spot, but it doesn’t make sense to assign many more than maybe 64 PAVs per FICON link per subsystem, as only 32
addresses (PAV and base) can be active at the same time anyhow because of the FICON constraints.

So a subsystem with eight FICON channels might use up to 8 * 64 512 PAVs over eight LCUs, (64 addresses per LCU).

With these ideas in mind, a typical FICON 10TB building block could look like:

- Eight channels for 15,000 IOPS
- Eight LCUs with 64 3390-3 / 32 3390-9 / 32 3390-27 base and 64 aliases (1.25TB each).

More channels may be required if your configuration uses copy services.

Configuring Native Tape and VTS

FICON provides valuable performance improvements on the DASD side of mainframe storage. FICON technology has also benefited other mainframe infrastructure components. Since FICON’s inception and adoption in the late ’90s, rapid technological improvements have occurred in native tape and virtual tape subsystems. The DASD improvements made during the same time led to FICON DASD arrays being able to perform full dumps to disk much more rapidly than in the ESCON era. The improvements made in native and virtual tape can be truly realized only by migrating to FICON. The remainder of this section discusses these improvements and explains why FICON is necessary to realize the benefits. You’ll also benefit from findings of a study we conducted and tips on native tape, virtual tape, I/O rates, MB/sec along the channel paths, load times, mounts, and cartridge capacity.

Native Tape and FICON

FICON Express channels let you run 150 to 170MB/sec for large data transfers, typically seen with highly sequential tape jobs. So the metric most crucial to designing the native tape component of your FICON infrastructure is the MB/sec number, which can be correlated to the bus busy metric. Aggregating multiple ESCON tape channels onto a single FICON channel can significantly reduce your mainframe tape infrastructure by reducing the number of channels, director ports, and control unit ports you need for mainframe tape.

But FICON and the new advancements made in tape technology deliver another gain: You can consolidate the number of tape drives, as each drive handles its work faster.

FICON and the New Tape Technology

The past two to three years have seen significant advances in enterprise tape technology, both in head-to-tape transfer rates and cartridge accessibility and capacity. The advance most crucial to our FICON discussion is head-to-tape transfer rates. These new tape drives let you run at more than 30MB/sec for native head-to-tape transfer rates, resulting in even higher speeds for uncompressed data. This is several times what the preceding generation of tape drives could achieve. Recall from our earlier discussion that the theoretical bandwidth of ESCON is 17 to 18MB/sec. That was more than enough to drive an ESCON IBM 3590 or StorageTek (STK) 9840 drive at its advertised native speed.

Obviously, FICON can run these older 3590 or 9840 drives at their advertised speeds, too. FICON offers two attractive options:
• You can run FICON and significantly reduce your channels and ports dedicated to tape by putting several of these tape drives onto one FICON express channel via logical daisy chaining behind a director.

• You can replace several older, slower tape drives with new drive technology that can achieve more than 30 MB/sec and still daisy chain multiple tape drives on a FICON channel.

The second option works well with both IBM’s shared control unit type tape drives and STK’s direct fibre “1x1” tape drive. An October 2003 STK white paper/study found it was possible to put six of the new 9840B FICON tape drives on one FICON express channel. A similar study from IBM applies equally to the IBM 3592 tape drives.

A FICON tape study conducted with a performance analysis tool found that:

• For a 100 percent workload requirement needing 55 3590H ESCON-attached tape drives, the same 100 percent workload requirements could be met using 18 new tape technology 3592 FICON drives.

• For a 97 percent workload requirement needing 40 ESCON tape drives, only 14 new FICON tape drives were needed.

The newer tape drives also required fewer library slots. The cartridges for the new drives hold five times the capacity of the old drives’ cartridges, resulting in the need for fewer physical cartridges. The installation was able to:

• Reduce its costs by consolidating its tape environment
• Reduce its batch/backup window
• Improve resource utilization by storing more backup data in a smaller footprint.

In subsequent Disaster Recovery (DR) testing, they also were able to perform restores faster from the new FICON tape drives than they could with their old ESCON tape drives.

Finally, please don’t buy these high-performance tape drives and run them on ESCON channels. You won’t get what you’re paying for. An appropriate analogy is the one with the U.S. driver who decides to purchase a Lamborghini because it’s the fastest car available, yet when he drives it in the U.S., he can travel only 65 miles per hour. He leaves a lot of performance he paid for untapped, as does the user who purchases 9840B/C or 3592 tape technology and runs it on ESCON channels.

Virtual Tape

While FICON lets users of today’s tape drives run them at their rated native speeds, virtual tape systems can also benefit from FICON. FICON allows a virtual tape system to accept and deliver more tape workload while using fewer channels. Specifics vary by vendor, but generally the virtual tape system will have a maximum number of ESCON channels for input. Also, the same virtual tape system will have a maximum number of FICON channels for input, but the number of FICON channels is less. When you look at the bandwidth coming in on fewer FICON channels, the MB/sec coming into the FICON virtual tape system is typically three times what the number was for ESCON. However, looking solely at this can put the user in a quandary.

Dealing with that bottleneck on the front-end by upgrading to a FICON-capable virtual tape system while doing nothing with the existing native tape drives on the back-end of the virtual tape system may merely shift the bottleneck to the back-end. This depends on the hit ratios that you’ll be able to achieve for virtual mounts.

When the old ESCON tape drives on the back-end of your virtual tape system are the bottleneck, you can deal with this by adding more of the same tape drives. However, a virtual tape system will have a maximum number of supported native tape drives per system, and taking this route will lead you to add virtual tape systems. Since the reason you migrated to FICON virtual tape was to reduce the number of virtual tape systems, you can see this isn’t the way to go.

How can you solve this problem? It’s elementary. When you move to FICON virtual tape, upgrade to the new FICON native tape technology discussed earlier for the back-end of your virtual tape systems. In the tape study cited earlier, the installation in question consolidated from three VTS subsystems running 12 IBM 3590E ESCON tape drives per VTS to two FICON IBM VTS subsystems running eight IBM 3592 tape drives—all by migrating from ESCON IBM VTS subsystems.

Conclusions

FICON technology delivers significant performance and configuration benefits, especially for modern disk and tape subsystems that require FICON to exploit their capabilities. By following the sizing rules presented here, you can easily determine the number of FICON links required for your workload. That can help you reduce the number of disk and tape subsystems you need. This reduction in images provides a significant cost savings, as was shown with several actual configuration examples.
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